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ABSTRACT

Digital holography is a well-known method to perform three-dimensional imaging by recording the light wavefront
information originating from the object. Not only the intensity, but also the phase distribution of the wavefront
can then be computed from the recorded hologram in the numerical reconstruction process. However, the
reconstructions via the traditional methods suffer from various artifacts caused by twin-image, zero-order term,
and noise from image sensors. Here we demonstrate that an end-to-end deep neural network (DNN) can learn
to perform both intensity and phase recovery directly from an intensity-only hologram. We experimentally show
that the artifacts can be effectively suppressed. Meanwhile, our network doesn’t need any preprocessing for
initialization, and is comparably fast to train and test, in comparison with the recently published learning-based
method. In addition, we validate that the performance improvement can be achieved by introducing a prior on
sparsity.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Digital holography (DH) has become a technique utilized widely for three dimensional imaging. The capability
of recovering the complex amplitude distribution scattered by the sample permits post-processing, like numerical
refocus and a quantitative measurement of the sample phase.1 Due to the benefit of such special characteristics,
DH is used in many applications in different fields of science and technology.2–4

The basic pipeline in digital hologram reconstruction is firstly to locate the object, then to reconstruct
complex distribution of the wavefront, and finally phase unwrapping to recover the phase. As each step in the
reconstruction process may suffer from noise or artifacts, the accumulated results become worse. Numerous
algorithms have been proposed. However, they only focus on one specific problem in the pipeline, so the whole
process results are still unsatisfied.

Deep learning is a rapidly developing area and has been proved to be successful in many applications.5–7

Recently, several works have tried to use this technique in digital holography.8–12 However, these combination
of digital holography and deep learning still focus on solving the problems encountered in traditional pipeline.

In this paper, we propose and demonstrate a deep learning network trained end-to-end, pixel-to-pixel on digital
holograms with the knowledge of the corresponding ground truth. The major contribution is that the proposed
network is capable of reconstructing both intensity and phase directly from a hologram without following the
traditional reconstruction pipeline. As seen from the real experimental results, our well-trained network shows
remarkable performance visually and quantitatively. The artifacts, such as zero-order, twin images and various
types of noise, have been significantly suppressed.
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Figure 1: The structure of the proposed network. From left to middle is the encoding path while the rest is the
decoding path. A skip connection is used to connect two residual blocks from the encoding path and decoding
path respectively which own the same shapes. Each residual block contains a residual skip connection within
the same path of its own.

2. METHODS

2.1 Network Structure

Fig. 1 shows our network structure. It mainly consists of two parts, the encoding part and the decoding part.
The encoding part extracts features of interest in different scales while the symmetric decoding part performs the
reconstruction. Four basic blocks are used to construct our network. The gray block is a traditional convolution
layer followed by parametric rectified linear unit activation and batch normalization. Following the convolution
layer in encoding path, a max-pooling layer performs downsampling so as to reduce features numbers as well
as parameters. Upsampling blocks appear in decoding path to upsample input data with interpolations. The
yellow block represents a residual layer consisting of three convolution layers and one skip connection. The detail
network is shown in Table 1.

The number of kernel starts from sixteen. In the encoding path, number of kernels are doubled after max-
pooling are performed. A bridge layer is used to increase the number of feature maps. Following the bridge layer,
decoding path starts to upsampling input data with halving feature maps to construct a symmetric network. A
long skip connection links the encoding block and decoding block with the same shape so as to add the feature
maps. For each residual block a short skip connection links the input and the output of the block. The outputs
of network are two channel feature maps, that is because we not only reconstruct the intensity but also the phase
information from an intensity-only hologram.

The mean squared error (MSE) between the groundtruth images and network output images in pixel level is
chosen as our loss function. During the training phase, loss is optimized by the Adaptive Moment Estimation
(ADAM) optimizer13 given optimization parameters decay steps and learning rate decay factor in every batch.

We also tried to add a regularizer of the sparsity of network outputs to loss function with different weights.
It is shown to be a way for improving training results, reducing computational load and fast convergence. Such
a modification with proper weight somehow improves our training results when other parameters stay the same.
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Table 1: Our network structure in details. The outputs of network are two channel feature maps, one for
reconstructed image intensity and the other for reconstructed image phase.

Block Type Detail Size of feature map

inputs 512x640x1

down 1 conv + res + conv 512x640x16

+ maxpooling 256x320x16

down 2 conv + res + conv 256x320x32

+ maxpooling 128x160x32

down 3 conv + res + conv 128x160x64

+ maxpooling 64x80x64

down 4 conv + res + conv 64x80x128

+ maxpooling 32x40x128

bridge conv + res + conv 32x40x256

up 4 deconv + merge + 64x80x128

conv + res + conv 64x80x128

up 3 deconv + merge + 128x160x64

conv + res + conv 128x160x64

up 2 deconv + merge + 256x320x32

conv + res + conv 256x320x32

up 1 deconv + merge + 512x640x16

conv + res + conv 512x640x16

outputs conv 512x640x2

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

3.1 Optical System

As shown in Figure 2, the optical setup used in this paper is based on a Mach-Zehnder interferometer working
in the off-axis architecture. Specifically, SF is spatial filter. L is collimation lens. BE is beam expander. HWP1

PBS

OBJ

PD

BS

M1

M2

HWP2

BE 

Figure 2: The schematic diagram of the experimental DH system.
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Figure 3: Example of hologram inputs to the network

and HWP2 are half-waveplates. PBS and BS are polarization and non-polarization beam splitters. M1 and M2
are mirrors. OBJ is the object. PD is the camera.

3.2 Experimental Details

The object in our experiments is a small region of a negative USAF 1951 resolution chart. We capture the
holograms at 10 different distances to the camera with equal interval. Each distance has 1,000 holograms. That
is 10,000 in total with 10 different labels. We use 75% of the data as the training set, 15% for validation and
10% for testing.

Our network is implemented using Tensorflow.14 The deployment and training of deep learning networks are
realized on a server equipped with two NVIDIA GTX Geforce 1080 GPUs. We train the network with a initial
learning rate of 0.001 and a decay factor of 0.9 after 20 epochs. Batch size is set to 16 and the total epoch is
100.

3.3 Results

As a comparison, we also implement the latest published network in Ref. 10. Fig. 3 is an example of the input
hologram. Fig. 4 shows the ground truth as well as the outputs from different networks. As seen from the
reconstructed results, including both intensity and phase, our proposed network visually obtains almost the
same results as the ground truth. There is no obvious artifacts caused by twin-image, zero-order term, and noise
from the image sensor. However, when it comes to the results from the network in Ref. 10 shown in Fig. 3(c)
and (f), blur appears on character borders. Meanwhile, the details are not well preserved.

To test the robustness of our proposed network, we add further Gaussian noise in different levels to the input
holograms and take the network in Ref. 10 as a comparison. As shown in Table 2, when the standard deviation
of Gaussian noise increases from 0 to 15, the loss value of the comparison network is more than two times as
large as that of our network. Especially when noise level is greater than 15, the loss value of comparison network
increases significantly, which shows our proposed network is more robust.

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we demonstrate an end-to-end deep neural network architecture for the digital hologram recon-
struction. The experimental results on the real data show that our network is able to learn to perform both
intensity and phase recovery directly from an intensity-only hologram. There are no obvious artifacts which may
appear when using the traditional methods as well as the other learning-based methods.
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Figure 4: The reconstruction results with different methods.

Table 2: Average loss on test data. Gaussian noise is added to the test holograms with different standard
deviations σ = 0, 5, 15, 20, 30, which is shown in the first column of table.

Noise level Comparison network Proposed network

0 0.00573 0.00225

5 0.00575 0.00205

15 0.00657 0.00236

20 0.00762 0.00251

30 0.01224 0.00296
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